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Good environmental management is a cornerstone of sustainability. At Bio Hommes

Limited, we have both capability and expertise in providing sustainable solutions for a

wide range of environmental improvement services including pure organic landscaping,

reforestation, buildings, construction and architectural consultations. We specialize in

agricultural improvement and construction services for both private and government

agencies and we regularly recruit the best hands to champion this course.
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ABOUT  US

Integrity

Trust

Respect

Accountability

Commitment

Teamwork

Quality

Diversity

With more than 15 years of experience – our company was founded in 2008 – Bio Hommes

Limited uses industry best practices to efficiently handle your environmental improvement needs.

We are committed to the management, health and restoration of Nigerian environment and West

Africa by providing the most sustainable solutions for your land/environmental management.

Our Mission

BIO HOMMES LIMITED. is focused on the preservation, protection and sustainability of our

environment for generations to come. We are devoted to providing government agencies,

landowners and business partners our guaranteed reputation of professionalism, efficiency and

best-value land management solutions while instilling pride, passion, and purpose in the work

our employees perform.

BIO HOMMES LIMITED provides comprehensive management solutions that are unparalleled in

the industry. Our company is a leader in the preservation, protection and sustainability of our

ecosystem.

Our Vision

We were founded on the heritage and traditions of Nigeria. With that as our guide for a simple

beginning, we have developed a set of deeply held beliefs as a company that guide and govern our

behaviors and interactions with others. Quality performance, hard work, dedication, loyalty,

and teamwork serve as its cornerstone.

BIO HOMMES LIMITED dedicated employees “ride for the brand”.

We understand that success is not dictated by a single person within the company, but the

collective, collaborative efforts of a team driven by a common sense of purpose and direction.

Our Values
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OUR  SERV ICES

Can I stay within budget and still get the quality of workmanship I need?

Will my decision today have an impact on tomorrow?

Am I achieving a healthy balance between environmental protection, energy

efficiency and architectural style?

Will my project bring kudos or criticism?

When you embark on a project today—regardless of whether that project is big or small—you can

find yourself burdened with an overwhelming sense of responsibility…

 

It doesn’t seem to matter how much progress we make, the demands to do more with less and to

achieve the lowest possible carbon footprint are ever increasing. These pressures can make

planning the simplest renovation a daunting task, let alone a full-scale project.

 

Bio Hommes Limited started researching suitable alternatives to the (then) standard practice some

years ago in response to our environmental needs. We strife to strike a balance without distorting

our eco system and protection of its energy. 

 

Tree Planting and Reforestation

Prescribed Fires (Burns)

Ground Fertilizer Application

Ground Herbicide Application

Vexar Tubing

Cone Collection

Landscaping

Building and Construction

Architectural  Consultancy

Animal

Control – Trapping and Big Game Repellant

Brush

Clearing (Residential & Commercial)

Fire

Trailing

Hand

Slashing

Pile Covering / Thin and Pile / Pile Burn

SERVICES



TREE  PLANT ING  &

REFORESTAT ION

Tomorrow’s timber stands will grow from seedlings planted today-provided they’re planted with

care. All the money, time and effort a forest landowner devotes to the regeneration of a forest

stand (site preparation, vegetation management, seedling purchases, etc.) will mean very

little without a quality planting job.

Tree seedlings are handled, stored and planted with care to ensure the highest survival rate. Bio

Hommes Limited. has replanted thousands of acres of forest land over the last 8 years. The

Company has experience planting various seedling species and sizes in varying locations and

terrain. Our skilled and experienced crews know how to perform the many small but essential

tasks in the field that spell the difference between success and failure. Bio Hommes Limited. is

capable of seedling transport, cooler storage and all aspects of the planting process.

Ground Fertilizer Application
The type and quantity of fertilizer utilized is specific to the stand management objectives of the

site. The Company’s foresters are trained in meeting these objectives with the most cost-effective

application.
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VEGETAT ION

MANAGEMENT  

Young conifers, are extremely vulnerable to competition from

weeds and brush from the time of planting through the first few years of growth

in the field. Control of competing vegetation is essential to producing a

quality timber stand. Often, competing vegetation is controlled by herbicide

application. As an applicator, it’s essential to know which products work best

under a wide variety of circumstances. An inexperienced person can easily make

a costly mistake. Our licensed chemical applicators have experience with all

the herbicides registered for forest use. They have the knowledge to prescribe

effective treatments, and the skill and proper equipment to apply these

chemicals economically and safely.

Cone Collection
Ripe cones are picked from trees that have been selected for their genetic qualities. The cones are

sent to nurseries which extract the seeds for future generations of seedlings. This specific selection

process will lead to seedlings that will thrive in the geographic location, climate and

elevation in which the cones were harvested.
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PRE -COMMERC IAL

TH INN ING

Thinning is an important timber management tool. Pre-Commercial Thinning is the process of

thinning overstocked plantations removing unwanted hardwoods and less desirable trees.

By selectively removing trees in an immature stand this effective redistributes the total growth of

the stand to fewer trees of a higher quality and value. A well-planned thinning program can

enhance both the timber value of a forest stand and non-timber values such as wildlife or

recreation. The pre-commercial thinning process isn’t taken lightly. It is a decision that affects the

value of the forest stand in years to come.

For this reason, Bio Hommes Limited, crew members have a thorough understanding

of the basic growth processes of forest stands. Our cutters know how to assess

the effects of various thinning regimens on the growth and yield of the stand.

Their knowledge and experience allow them to make these critical stand

management decisions with confidence.

Animal Control – Trapping
Small rodents like a large gopher, locust etc. These are strict herbivores that can be found in the

West African coast lines. Many consider them to be costly pests due to their consumption of

seedling trees.
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The use of cut-to-length (CTL) methodology is an approach that allows us to increase the return

on saw and non-saw log volumes recovered from the stands. The cut-to-length approach

eliminates the landings and soil disturbance associated with conventional tractor logging and

burning of slash on landings. This approach is highly effective when the in-the-woods harvesters

are coupled with forwarders. The in-the-woods harvester will fall, limb and buck trees into logs in

the stand. During the process of falling, limbing, and bucking trees, the harvester is able to create

common-use trails (used by both harvester and forwarder). Trails are typically established 60 feet

apart and pre-marked in straight rows. The limbs, tops and brush are pulled into the skid Trail as a

base on which the processor and forwarder may run. Utilizing this approach, the travel of both

harvester and forwarder break down limbs, tops, and brush, accelerating the decay and nutrient

cycle processes. This approach also provides a cushion of protection against soil compaction. The

use of in-the-woods harvesters also ensures greater accuracy in diameter and length

measurements, producing a cleaner log while maximizing volume. Where terrain and soil

conditions permit, trails parallel to forest access roads may be created to allow harvest of selected

trees and the removal and placement of limbs/slash in trails well off the roadside. Where terrain

does not allow this approach, harvest may be performed from the roadside. In such an application,

limbs and slash can still be removed a safe distance from the roadside thanks to equipment boom-

length. Care is taken to ensure that drainage ditches along roadsides are free of limbs and slash.

The end result is an aesthetically pleasing roadside buffer free of limbs/slash. This practice also

reduces fuels along travel roads.

HARVEST ING
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The forwarder is used to pick up saw and non-saw logs from the forest and transport them to the

roadside, where they are sorted and placed in decks, thus eliminating the need to establish

landings. Once these decks have been established, logs can easily be loaded onto trucks and

delivered to local mills. Loading may be accomplished by having the forwarder double as a loader,

or using a dedicated log loader. The use of a dedicated log loader enables parallel processing

(forwarding and loading), thereby shortening the overall process time.

The company’s cut-to-length line-up of equipment is state-of-the-art technology in mechanized

forest harvest. Made up exclusively of harvesters and forwarders, Our company maintains four

sides on a year-round basis. One harvester and one forwarder are paired on each side to perform

thinning operations in stands of varying density. On-board computers enable accurate

dimensioning of saw and non-saw logs, while minimizing/avoiding unwanted environmental

impact.

HARVEST ING
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Thinning is the cutting and removal of select trees from a stand to promote healthy growth,

desired spacing and optimal growth of the remaining trees. Low-light forests showing little to no

signs of understory growth are quickly transformed into healthy forests. If the cut trees can be

marketed the thinning is considered “commercial”. If harvested trees are too small to sell, the

thinning is considered “pre-commercial”. Great care is taken during the thinning process to avoid

damaging the residual trees. 

Like other crops, trees grow poorly if there is competition for resources such as water, nutrients

and light. The deliberate control of stand density by thinning can improve growth rate, vigor,

reduce wildfire threat, improve wildlife habitat, increase plant diversity of the forest floor, and

improve aesthetics and overall forest health.

COMMERC IAL

TH INN ING
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The Company’s transportation division is continuously expanding to keep up with the growing

demands of the organization. With more than 15 trucks in the fleet, including short loggers, long

loggers, low beds and dump trucks.

Our trucks easily convert during fire season to assist with wildland fire suppression emergency

services as tenders transporting 2800-4100 gallons of water to the fireline.

Eight lowboys are available for from a partner company fo routside hire in Lagos, with multiple

sizes and configurations. The Company also contract hauls various business logs, box trailers,

refrigerated trailers and heavy equipment.

TRUCK ING
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Bio Hommes Limited excels in providing cost-effective pre-construction services to value-

oriented clients. In keeping with its mission to preserve the environment for generations to come,

Bio Hommes Limited has established an outstanding pre-construction department led by a team of

engineers, project managers, quantity surveyors, professional estimators and environmentalists

who manage your construction from start to finish.

We specialize in building, civil and allied designs.

BU I LD ING  AND

CONSTRUCT ION
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Bio Hommes Limited approaches each project and client relationship with a focus on delivering

construction excellence and service distinction, since each design and engineering project is never

the same, the specific bid package is totally customized per the exact specifications of the project.

Our goal is to deliver reliable, proactive services during every phase of the project that gives you,

the Owner, peace of mind that you are in good, experienced hands. Keeping the best interest of

our clients in mind at all times, we believe it is up to the Architect and contractor to collaborate in

such a way that your vision and goals for a project is realized and the execution of that vision or

project goals is delivered in the most effective and efficient manner possible. This same level of

collaboration and teamwork between our firm and subcontractors

and second and third tier subs is required for a project to succeed.

During the preconstruction phase, our primary focus revolves around looking for possibilities to

improve quality, expedite schedules and optimize costs. This is also when we invest the time to

clearly understand your needs and expectations both for the project and the type of customer

experience you will value.

During the construction phase of the project, we provide all management and related services as

necessary to adequately supervise, monitor and coordinate the work of all subcontractors. The

focus of our project management team is to maximize subcontractor performance per contract

documents and the client’s goals, anticipate and minimize or eliminate problems, promptly

remedy issues, and minimize disruptions or delays. In order to achieve this, our team will

establish, implement and maintain procedures to assure coordination and communication among

all parties.

We realize that what we do in the post-construction phase to close out a project is just

as important, or even more important, than earlier phases. It is at this time when your last

impression of us is made and you formulate your opinion about what it is like to do business with

us. Thus, our approach is ultimately measured by your level of satisfaction before, during and after

each phase of the construction process

ARCH ITECTURAL

CONSULTANCY
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NETWORK PAGE 14

REFERRAL NETWORK

 
Our customers can also benefit from a tried and true network of handpicked
tradesmen who’ve worked with us across Nigeria and Ghana to render these products and
services for many years.
 
If a project falls outside of our scope, we can help connect you with the best man or
woman
for the job.
 



We are Not Like The “Others” … And Here’s Why

We guess you’ve heard this before, but it’s actually true. As we’ve already discussed in this Profile,

our customers’ desire to reduce energy consumption and costs compelled us to delve heavily into

researching suitable solutions for the demanding conditions here in the West African regions

It’s been a rewarding journey as it has aligned us with like-minded people: people who are

committed to making responsible building and renovation decisions; people who get a kick out of

having everything they want but still being a “good environmental citizen”; people who enjoy the

hip pocket benefits of being a little more energy efficient!

The journey across these past years has seen us plug into product development with our

suppliers to ensure that our customers are receiving products and services that are ‘‘simply

unique’’

We’ve found that the dominant factors that lead to customers choosing us over our competition

are “value for money”, quality workmanship and the eco-logic that underpins our product and

service offering.

F INALLY . . .
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reduce waste through innovative work practices and recycling practices

minimize environmental impacts by reduction of polluting substances produced

minimize the impact of our operations on the neighboring community

increase the use of environmentally acceptable materials, equipment and technology in place of

those which are considered harmful

ensure that our suppliers follow acceptable environmental policies, and actively promote

environmental awareness among staff, clients, customers and the general public.

ensuring that all environmental policies and procedures are implemented;

establishing measurable objectives and targets to ensure continued improvement aimed at the

elimination of waste, pollution and environmental harm;

encouraging consultation and co-operation between management, employees and stakeholders

in matters which may affect or impact on the environment; and

providing adequate resources to meet these environmental commitments.

following all environmental policies and procedures; and

 recognizing and reporting hazards which may affect the health and well-being of the

environment.

As part of our commitment to achieving the principles of environmental sustainability in our

workplace, we recognize our moral and legal responsibility to ensure that our activities, products

and services are designed to enhance the environment in the communities in which we operate, and

to ensuring that our operations do not place the local community or environment

at risk of harm.

 

 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

 

We are committed to environmental improvement and prevention

of pollution. We will work with our customers, suppliers and the community to

adopt procedures that –

 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES

 

We recognize that the overall responsibility environmental sustainability rests with management,

who will be accountable for the implementation of this policy. These responsibilities include –

 

Employees also have responsibilities, which include –

ENV IRONMENTAL

POL ICY
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provide and maintain healthy and safe workplaces, safe plant and systems of work;

provide written procedures and instructions to ensure safe work practices;

ensure compliance with legislative requirements and current industry standards;

provide such information, instruction, training and supervision to employees, contractors and

customers as is necessary to ensure their continued health and safety; and

provide support and assistance to employees and involve them in consultation on safety issues.

ensuring that all OHS policies and procedures are implemented;

establishing measurable objectives and targets to ensure continued improvement aimed at the

elimination of work-related injuries and illnesses; and

providing adequate resources to meet these OHS commitments.

following all OHS policies and procedures; and

recognizing hazards which may affect the health and safety of themselves, others, or the

environment.

As part of our commitment to achieving the principles of health and safety in our workplace, we

recognise our moral and legal responsibility to provide a safe and healthy work environment for

employees, contractors, customers and visitors. This commitment also extends to ensuring

that our operations do not place the local community or environment at risk of injury, illness or

damage.

 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

 

We will adopt procedures to –

 

 

RESPONSIBILITIES

We recognize that the overall responsibility to provide a safe workplace rests with management,

who will be accountable for the implementation of this policy. These responsibilities include –

Employees also have responsibilities, which include –

 We are committed to encouraging consultation and co-operation between management and

employees and will formally involve elected employee health and safety representatives in any

workplace change or any matters that may affect the health and safety of employees in any

workplace.

OCCUPAT IONAL

HEALTH  AND  SAFETY  
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EQU IPMENT
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Item of Equipment Description 

Concrete Works Ford Ranger Concrete Pump (white)(CAS 062) 

Merlo Self Loading Mixer Truck-2.5m3 (BCC 314) 

Truck Mixer – Self Loading 1.5 m3 

Trailer Mixer – Self Loading 2 bagger 

Trailer - 1 bagger 

Metal Works Cigweld Lig Welding Machine (blue) 

Esabaths 250A Arch Welding Machine (orange) 

Yanmar Diesel Generator 

Miller 6.5 KVA Generator Welding     Combination 

Arc Welding –Weldwell Steady 

Arc`Welding-Wim Model AC 400 

15Kva Light tower + Gense 



Machinery Toyota Halla ForkLift  

New Holland Backhoe  

New Holland Bobcat  

JCB Matchless Backhoe  

JCB Backhoe 3CX 4X4 4cyl Diesel  

Ford Backhoe/Excavator  

Caterpillar Excavator 

Komatsu Excavator PC200  

Komatsu Mini Excavator  

Caterpillar D6D Bull-Dozer  

Nissan UD Crane Truck-5 Ton  

Nissan UD Crane Truck-7 Ton  

Mitsubishi Fuso Crane Truck-7 Ton 

 Hino Crane Truck (green)-10 Ton  

Hino FS3 20 Ton Truck with 7 Ton crane 

Kato Crane KR35H3 Rough Terrain-35 Ton  



Truck/ Dump Trucks etc.  Prime Mover (white) 

International Prime Mover (blue) 

Mazda Truck (blue) 

Nissan Atlas Truck (white) 

MerceLow Loader with Wench 120 Ton 

Mackdez Benz LWB Truck  

Hino Truck (orange) 

Mazda  TitanTipper  

Mazda Titan Truck  

Canter (yellow)  

Hino Dump Truck 

Mitsubishi Fuso Dump Truck-20 Ton (green) 

Mitsubishi T3500  

Mitsubishi Dump Truck-6 Ton  

Nissan UD Truck-6 Ton  

Nissan UD Dump Truck-15 Ton  

Toyota Truck 6Ton  

Toyota Hi Ace Truck 

Mitsubishi Canter Truck-8 ton 

Hyundai Truck  



Small Vehicle used in Operation Mitsubishi Bus  

Mitsubishi Pajero 

Nissa Bluebird (white sedan) 

Toyota Land Cruiser  

Toyota Land Cruiser -4X4 6cyl Diesel Engine 

Honda CRV Station Wagon  

Honda CRV Station Wagon 

Honda Station Wagon (blue) 

Yamaha Motor Cycle 



Compactor Vibrator etc. Dynapac Road Roller (CA 25) 

Multi Pac Roller (CAS 061) 

Robin Concrete Vibrator 

Wacker/Robin Vibrator Compactor 

Rammer/Robin Compactor 

Bosch Jack Hammer 

Robin Concrete Finisher- Helicopter Type 

Sander Lagler Floor Sander 350mm 

Ladler Edge Sander 



Workshop Equipment Demag Overhead Crane Remote Control 

Tecmor Steel Bar Cutter-4Kw 

Tecmor Steel Bar Bending Machine 

Freejoht Stand Drill-240V 

Drilling Machine-440V 2Phase Power 

Chenseng Rip Saw-405 V 

Bender Sheet Metal-Green 

Hitachi Drop Saw(Bevel/Mitre)-240V 

Dewalt Cross Cutting Saw-240V 

Hoffman Dowell Saw-230V 

Chenseng Panel Saw-Rip/Cross Cut 

Ingersoll-Rand Air Compressor-2500W 

Cigweld Lig Welding Machine-240V 

Wim Welding Machine-54V 

Wim Welding Machine-415V 

Esab Welding Machine-30V 

Generators Atlae Copco Generator (mobile) 

Civil Equipment Theodolite- Leka 

Dumpy Level- Wild 

Others Scaffolding & Accessories 

Screw Jack /   Beam Support 
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